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2    Go to the List Words for Unit 28. Count the sounds and 
iden  fy all the graphemes in each List Word.

1  Colour the graphemes that represent y u(yoo)  
in the List Words.

3  Write any other le  ers that can represent y u(yoo)  on 
the Grapheme Chart. Write one word example for each.

yacht
stew
pupil
obtuse
misuse
argue
arguing
volume
tubeless
humanly
annually
museum
refusal
regular
circular
particular
curable
lawyer
insecure
newspaper
duplicate
genuinely
amusement
endurance
communicate

Unit

28

jewel       juice      untrue         yes         ute       enthusiasm
 salute      blew          youngest      lawyer          screw      clue
 threw         yellowish     you’re     yourselves   yawn         bruise
fruit     suitable    cruel     crew      drew         pollution      cruise
my    stew     newspaper      yacht    tube      duplicate        spy
slowly     pupil        review     beautiful       museum          crayon
journey   obtuse    amuse       argue       refusal          employer

y u(yoo) yoyo   computer

5  Rewrite these List Words adding the grapheme for y u(yoo) .

6  Write List Words that include the following graphemes to  t on the lines.

7  Write List Words with y u(yoo)  in these posi  ons and the number of le  ers shown.

8  Write the base words from which the following words have been built.

What shape is
revealed?

lawer  hmanly  geninely 

arging  mseum  annally 

crable  refsal  endrance 

st  nspaper  commnicate 

   ue        u             u  e          u  e          u  e

y            u  e               u                u   

   y              u           u  e              u     

y u(yoo)  4th, 6 letters       

y u(yoo)  4th, 7 letters    

y u(yoo)  4th, 9 letters    

misuse 

arguing 

irregular 

refusal 

tubeless 

circular 

amusement 

humanly 

particular 

curable 

annually 

duplication 

4  Colour blocks with words where you hear yoo  red. If you hear 
y  only, colour yellow. Colour all others blue.
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9  Colour code one word part from each column to form List Words.

10 Form List Words with the sets of word parts. Write the words on the lines.

11 Write List Words that could appear between the following pairs of guide words on the pages of a dic  onary.
  Guide words are the words at the top of the pages in a dic  onary to guide you to the word you are seeking.

12 Circle the word in each pair that would come  rst in the dic  onary.

ob yer

law ume

ar less

vol gue

tube use

mis tuse

ar man um

hu du ing

mu muse lar

en gu ment

a cu rance

cir se ly

lar u reg  tic u par lar  ni cate co mmu 

cu ble  ra  ine ly u gen  ann a lly u 

al fus  re  se re in cu  per pa news 

volley  vulture step  sticky observe  occur

yabby  yeast lava  lazy network  nick

 pupil argue amusement museum regular curable community newspaper
particular argument annually misuse refusal circular communicate newsprint

Challenge
Write List Words, one le  er per square to match the meanings. Write the le  ers from the numbered squares below 
to  nd the answer to the joke.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

quarrelling

without a tube

round

yearly

truly

ability to continue

usual or normal

copy

non-acceptance

amount of liquid

disagree

speci c

solicitor

merriment

handle roughly

like a human

able to be cured

not safe and steady

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Did you hear about the plane full of yoyos coming in to land?

                           !
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Answer


